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Data Clubs Overview

� Data Clubs is a collaborative project with primary partners TERC and Science 
Education Solutions and additional partners Gulf of Maine Research Institute, 
Oxford Hills School District, Malden YMCA, and Girls Inc.
� After school/summer camp materials, 10-12 hours/module

� Participants entering 7/8 grade (12-13 years old)

� Three modules, focusing on 3 different topics and large publicly available 
data sets.



Data Clubs Pedagogical Foci

� Appreciate the ubiquity of data and the potential for learning from data
� Be aware of the complexities of measurement and view data through these 

complexities

� Understand the case/attribute structure of data

� Have experience with describing distributions and distributional shape

� Have experience looking at relationships within a dataset by comparing 
distributions and by exploring relationships between attributes.

� Understand how data representations are constructed by mapping attribute 
values to representational elements, both on the computer and off.  



Design Criteria

� Topics

� Datasets

� Tools
� Activities



Criteria - Topics

� Working out of school means we have freedom to choose any topic – and have 
to keep participants interested.  The relevant statistical concepts emerge from 
the data.

� Both a “window” and a “mirror” plus potential for social action

� Topics chosen with help of Youth Advisory Group:

� Teens and technology

� Tick-borne diseases such as Lyme

� ??



Criteria – Data Sets

� We are looking for and constructing 
“just right” datasets that are small 
enough to be manageable, but 
have rich relationships



Criteria – Tools

� Accessible for middle school students
� Can deal with largish data sets

� Makes the difference between cases and attributes clear

� Dynamically links multiple representations of the same data

� Makes filtering and looking at subsets of the data (data moves) accessible   

� Free, accessible online



Tool: CODAP (Common Online Data 
Analysis Platform)

� CODAP, designed and implemented by 
Concord Consortium with many user-
partners.

� Representations are case-based and 
linked.  

� Codap.concord.org



Criteria - Activities

� Tim Erickson’s criteria for “smelling like data science”: “awash in data” and using 
“data moves”

� Participants should both analyze a large data set and have some experience 
collecting data.

� Participants should have experience representing data with computer tools and 
by hand in order to understand how data representation involves mapping 
attribute values to representational forms.



Teens and Technology module

� “Hook” – the lead article in the Boston 
newspaper last year
� Forty-five percent of teens say they are 

online “almost constantly,” according to a 
new Pew Research Center study on teens 
and social media use.



Teens and Technology dataset

� Pew Research Center Technology and Internet Use 2014 survey
� 37 page interview administered online to a parent/child combination

� About 1200 cases

� 300+ variables

� Introductory dataset: 50 cases, 10 variables, followed by a dataset of 200 cases.



The Key Pew Question

� Which of the following social media do you use MOST often?
� Facebook

� Twitter

� Instagram

� Google+

� Snapchat
� Vine

� Tumblr



Social Media Used Most – and by age



A final presentation from one girl
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